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value that it is understandable that the weakening of its frame-
work should be felt as undesirable, and even anarchic. The
incompleteness of humanity is always a dissonance in the
harmony of our ideal. Unfortunately no one lives in the world
as it is desired to be, but in the world of actuality, where
good and evil wage their war of mutual destruction, and where
the hands which are meant for creating and building cannot
avoid getting dirty. Whenever there is something really
critical or doubtful in question, there is always someone
who assures us amid much applause,that nothing hashappened
and everything is in order. I repeat that anyone who can
think and live in this way, does not live in the present. If
we submit any marriage to a really critical lens, we shall
find that wherever a choking measure of outer need and
trouble has not put' psychology' completely out of account,
the symptoms of a more or less secret weakening are present;
there are in fact' marriage problems'. And this term may
cover everything from unbearable moods of the wife (only
the wife ?) to neurosis and adultery. Unfortunately, those
who can bear to remain unconscious are as inimitable as
ever; their good example does not seem to infect more
conscious people to the extent of persuading them to return
again to the level of mere unconsciousness.
As to those—and they are many—who are not obliged
to live in the present* it is most important that they believe
in the ideal of marriage and hold to it. Because nothing is
won when an ideal and an undoubted value is merely
destroyed, unless something better comes in its place. There-
fore, whether married or not, woman hesitates. She cannot
go over whole-heartedly to* the side of rebellion, but remains
suspended in doubt. At least she does not follow the lead
of that well-known authoress who, after all sorts of experi-
ments, ran into the safe port of matrimony and lo ! marriage
then became the best solution, and all those who did not
achieve it could brood on their mistakes, and end their days
in pious renunciation. For the modern woman marriage is

